Jan-13  Plato's Dismissal of Language in the Cratylus  
Pierre-Luc Boudreault  
Ancient Philosophy

Jan-20  Aristotle on Language: signs and symbols  
Paola Chapa  
Ancient Philosophy

Feb-03  A Pragmatic Theory of Climate Debt  
Francesco Stellin Sturino  
Political Philosophy

Feb-10  TBA  
Mary Stephensen  
Bioethics

Feb-24  Natural Kinds and Psychiatric Kinds: Should Psychiatric Nosology Be Constrained by Underlying Causal Mechanisms?  
Nicholas Slothouber  
Philosophy of Psychiatry

Mar-02  Lepore and Stone on Semantics-Pragmatics Boundary  
Jiangtian Li  
Philosophy of Language

Mar-09  Quine's Flight from 'Analyticity': Reassessing His Attacks on Carnap's Analytic/Synthetic Distinction  
Yousuf Hasan  
History of Twentieth-Century Analytic Philosophy

Mar-16  On Explaining Classical Objects  
Thomas de Saegher  
Philosophy of Physics

Mar-23  The Case against Cutoffs: Why Cutoffs in Conventional Quantum Field Theory Aren't Fatal to Taking Field Theory Seriously  
Adam Koberinski  
Philosophy of Physics

Mar-30  John Locke and Anthony Collins concerning the Use of Reason  
Nicholas Nash  
Early Modern Philosophy
The Logic of Physics is Intuitionistic or: Why Classical Logic is Unphysical
Jared Richards
Philosophy of Logic, Physics and Mathematics.